call for applications

coline / Marseille-Provence 2013
A choreographic research laboratory MotherTongue
Master class - Euroméditerranée
Artistic direction Edmond Russo (France/Italy) & Shlomi Tuizer (France/Israel)

June, 3 – July, 13, 2013
in Istres and Marseille (France)

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 12 young professional dancers
To participate in a 6 weeks research workshop with the choreographers Edmond Russo and Shlomi Tuizer – public performances at the end of the period
6 professional dancers are from the mediterranean area (Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Italy…) & 6 professional dancers are from France (candidates from France are auditioned 2012, December, 15th in Marseille)

conditions: transportation and accommodation are taken in charge in connection with the Official Institutions of the country, for more information please contact us (Coline)

If you are from mediterranean area (except France),
Send documents before 2012 : December 10th
curriculum Vitae + motivation letter for the attention of E. Russo and S. Tuizer + dance video (languages : English or French)

TO the following address (or by e.mail):
Coline - Maison de la Danse, Bât G
13800 ISTRES – France
Tel : (33) 4 42 55 70 31 – www.coline-istres.org

+ information : Coline - 04 42 55 70 31 / coline.istres@wanadoo.fr

« Singular artistic frame and aims, primarily, to broaden consciousness and both physical and expressive potentials of each performer. Using various tools of research and composition, the dancers open up to an artistic and hum » This workshop gathers 12 dancers from different cultures and diverse practices within a man experience of which the sensitive axis is in the crossings of their cultural identities » - E.Russo et S.Tuizer - 2012, June

The choreographic research laboratory MotherTongue / Master class Euroméditerranée, is a Coline proposal, [Coline is a professional course in contemporary dance (Istres-France)], produced jointly with Marseille-Provence 2013, Capitale européenne de la culture. This project takes place within « Campus – a laboratory of artistic transmission dedicated to the young creation », initiated by Marseille-Provence 2013, Capitale européenne de la culture. Partners : KLAB, Maison pour la danse à Marseille, Ville d'Istres

Coline is supported by Conseil Régional PACA, Ville d'Istres, Conseil Général 13. Coline benefits by the dance studios of the Maison de la Danse Intercommunale Ouest Provence in Istres (France).